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One of the most anticipated films of the summer,
Quentin Tarantino’s latest offering is a perfect
summer movie. Once Upon a Time in... Hollywood
is full of energy, laughs, buddies and baddies, and
the kind of bravado filmmaking we’ve come to love
from this director. It is also, without a shadow of
a doubt, the kind of film that begs to be seen in
a cinema, on the big screen, with an audience,
something that we know Quentin feels as
passionately about as we do. It is a real thrill to
be able to say Once Upon a Time in... Hollywood
will be shown at DCA exclusively on 35mm. We
can’t wait to fire up our Centurys, hear the whirr
of the projectors in the booth and experience the
magic of celluloid again. If you’ve never seen a film
on film, now is your chance!
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Another master of cinema, Pedro Almodóvar, also
returns to our screens with an introspective, tender
look at the life of an artist facing up to his regrets
and the past loves who shaped him. A semiautobiographical tale, Pain and Glory is told with
warmth, a lush soundtrack and the most amazing
Spanish colour palette that has the warmth of
Pedro’s cinematic embrace woven all the way
through it.
Alongside these two greats of the cinema world,
we say goodbye to another one – Agnès Varda –
with her last film, a documentary about her life’s
work. For those of you who know her already, you
will be reminded of her genius and for those of
you who don’t, this is a great introduction to one
of the best. A true trailblazer, she is also insightful
and charming. Spending time in her presence one
last time is an absolute privilege.
Whatever you select out of this feast of great movies
we’ve put together for you – be it a family trip to
see The Lion King, a mates outing to re-watch The
Matrix, a quiet afternoon with Cary Grant and Ingrid
Bergman sizzling on the screen in Notorious, or
cheering on Robert The Bruce – we are ready and
waiting to welcome you! Celebrate summer cinema
going in the best possible way at DCA.

Alice Black
Head of Cinema
Additional contributors:
Michael Coull, Brian Hoyle, Caley McGillvary,
Jennifer Phin, Mike Tait
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New Films
Vita & Virginia
Fri 19 – Thu 25 July
The affair and friendship of authors Virginia Woolf and Vita
Sackville-West constitutes one of the most fascinating relationships in
literary history. Director Chanya Button's sumptuous double portrait
traces their fiery connection from the moment their paths cross to
the publication of the work that would be their shared legacy.

Spider-Man:
Far From Home
Fri 12 – Thu 25 July
With this year’s superhero epic Avengers: Endgame
behind him, our friendly neighbourhood Spider-Man
is back on our screens and to regular(ish) high
school life in New York. Returning director Jon Watts
proved with Homecoming that he had a wonderful
understanding of this classic character, and Far From
Home is just as charming and fresh as the
previous film.
Having gone to space with the Avengers, Peter
Parker is back on terra firma, making appearances
at small charity events, swinging around Queens
and generally being an awkward, nervy teenager.
On a much-deserved holiday with his school pals to
Europe, however, Peter finds himself battling sinister
forces beyond anyone’s understanding, while being
tailed by Avengers head honcho Nick Fury, who
needs his help. Joining the cast is Jake Gyllenhaal
as the enigmatic Mysterio, boasting a costume that
looks ripped straight from the pages of the comic
books.
Where this current iteration of Spider-Man succeeds
is in highlighting that Peter Parker is very much still
a teenager; vulnerable, endearingly dorky and
completely out of his depth. Tom Holland is superb
in the role, and with a delightful supporting cast,
including Marisa Tomei as Peter’s Aunt May and
Jacob Batalon as scene-stealing best friend Ned,
this is a colourful, fun and lively take on one of the
most beloved superheroes of all time.

Dir: Jon Watts
USA 2019 / 2h09m / 12A
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The year is 1922. Though happily married, Vita (Gemma Arterton)
is as notorious for her dalliances with women and iconoclastic
attitudes toward gender as she is famous for her aristocratic
ancestry and writerly success. Virginia (Elizabeth Debicki),
meanwhile, is a celebrated writer, publisher, and member of
the Bloomsbury Group, the innovative modernists already
revolutionising literature. When Vita receives an invitation to
Bloomsbury, she is elated at the thought of meeting the
enigmatic Woolf and becomes obsessed with the notion of
seducing her. Between Virginia's mental health struggles and
Vita's impulsiveness – not to mention the concern of their
husbands, families, and mutual friends – their romance is bound
to be tumultuous. Yet tumult can fuel creativity, and Vita's singular
persona will eventually be channelled into one of Virginia's
greatest works.
Based on Sackville-West and Woolf's personal correspondence
and the play by Eileen Atkins (who also adapted Mrs Dalloway
for the screen), Vita & Virginia will make you swoon. Isobel
Waller-Bridge's part chamber music, part electronica score
creates a seductive sonic latticework, while Button and
cinematographer Carlos De Carvalho craft striking sequences
in which the equally brilliant Arterton and Debicki speak directly
to camera. This film is bold, sensuous, and smart, but most
importantly, it's something of which both Vita and Virginia would
have been proud.

Dir: Chanya Button
UK / Ireland 2018 / 1h50m / 12A
Senior Citizen Kane Thu 25 July, 10:30
Bring a Baby Thu 25 July, 10:30

Robert the Bruce
Sat 20 – Mon 22 July
Angus Macfadyen reprises the role he played so memorably in Braveheart as Scottish leader Robert the Bruce in this retelling
of the legendary story. This film was a very personal project for Macfadyen, who co-wrote the script and spent 13 years trying
to get it made; like his lead character, he had all but given up before he finally succeeded.

“Macfadyen... brings his Scottish heart
and soul to the screen.”

In 1306, Robert the Bruce crowns himself king
but he cannot overcome England's power and
is repeatedly defeated. His army is scattered
and Scotland's nobility abandons him. In the
lost months after the decimation of the injured king’s forces, he finds himself hunted across the snowy Highlands. Robert
takes shelter with stoic Morag (Anna Hutchison) and her brave children, who restore him to health and help him find the
resolve to rally the Scots and lead them to independence.

Directed by Australian Richard Gray, Robert The Bruce, unlike Gibson's film, does not glorify war but reveals the consequences
of violence and what it does to entire clans and families. With an ensemble cast that includes Jared Harris (Chernobyl, Mad
Men) and Daniel Portman (Game of Thrones), this film really is a showcase for Macfadyen who clearly brings his Scottish heart
and soul to the screen.

Dir: Richard Gray
USA 2019 / 2h3m / 15
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Midsommar
Fri 19 – Thu 25 July
Last year’s Hereditary was a heady, stifling nightmare of a film that earned rave reviews and topped many a genre fans’ film
of the year list, with critics and audiences alike heralding its director Ari Aster as an excitingly fresh voice in horror cinema.
Showing no signs of slowing down, Aster is back with his sophomore effort, Midsommar, which trades Hereditary’s dense
shadows for wide-open Scandinavian spaces bathed in bucolic sunshine.
Florence Pugh plays Dani who, like Toni Colette’s character in Hereditary,
is grappling with the weight of a recent personal tragedy in her life. Her
boyfriend Christian (Jack Reynor) has distanced himself from her, and
reluctantly invites Dani to join him and his friends on a trip to rural
Sweden. What follows may seem like a checklist of folk horror tropes – mysterious symbols, pagan rituals enacted by eerily
smiling participants dressed in white, the juxtaposition of beautifully lush scenery with absolute terror – but Aster’s smart,
knowing approach to genre means that this is not a simple revisit of familiar ground. As anyone who has seen Hereditary can
attest, this is a director who is a master at ensuring that audiences never feel sure-footed and are in constant fear of what will
happen next.

“scares as brilliant as they
are terrifying...”

Aster’s inventive approach (as well as his confidence in delivering scares as brilliant as they are terrifying), cinematographer
Pawel Pogorzelski’s bold, bright images and composer The Haxan Cloak’s disorienting score make Midsommar one of the
year’s most vital horror films.

Dir: Ari Aster
USA 2019 / 2h20m / 18
Ciné Sunday Sun 21 July, 11:00
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The Dead Don’t Die
Fri 26 July – Thu 1 August
Bringing his trademark laid-back bizarro vibe to the zombie genre,
Jim Jarmusch has gathered an ensemble cast to die for, including
Bill Murray, Adam Driver and Tilda Swindon (with cameos by Tom
Waits and Iggy Pop) for his latest film The Dead Don’t Die. Like
most films about the apocalypse, Jarmusch is really telling us
what’s wrong with today's world, with humour and some
surprisingly strong statements about modern life.

Tell It To The Bees
Fri 26 July – Thu 1 August
Based on the novel by Fiona Shaw, Tell It To The
Bees is a story of courage in the face of intolerance.
Directed by Annabel Jankel, this tender period
drama, set in a small post-war Scottish town,
depicts the emergence of a love that both rescues
two women from isolation and places them in danger.
Abandoned by her philandering husband, Lydia
(Holliday Grainger) is in an increasingly desperate
situation: emotional turmoil aside, her earnings from
factory work are not enough to pay the rent. Lydia's
son, Charlie (Gregor Selkirk), meanwhile, is getting
bullied at school. Injuries from one such altercation
send him to Dr. Jean Markham (Anna Paquin),
who has recently returned to town and found the
welcome lukewarm. Charlie is curious about the
bee colonies Jean maintains in her yard and the two
form a bond. Bees, Jean explains, make an excellent
repository for one's secrets. When Lydia and Charlie
are evicted, Jean invites them to stay in her home,
an act of generosity that raises eyebrows throughout
the village. Lydia soon learns why Jean is regarded
with hostility – and she begins to see something in
the kind doctor that takes her by surprise.

We enter the sleepy town of Centerville – an obvious stand-in for
a ‘real America’ community far away from the big cities – which is
protected by sluggish police chief Cliff Robertson (Murray) and his
loyal partner Ronnie Peterson (Driver). But when polar fracking
causes the planet to shift off its axis, strange things occur – most
worryingly, the dead suddenly start to rise from their graves and
feast on the living. These zombies aren’t entirely brain dead though,
still craving the vices they loved when they were alive, including
their mobiles, the internet and coffee as they wreak havoc in this
small town. For the living, it isn’t long before the dealing with the
walking dead becomes part of everyday jaded normality.
Jarmusch’s own band SQÜRL provides an ambient, mournful
score that ensures the humour doesn’t entirely overtake the film’s
darker undertones. Whatever you take from The Dead Don't
Die's themes, the cast clearly relished this project – Swinton
goes to town with her delicious creation, a Scottish mortician
who happens to be a whiz with a samurai sword, and Driver
wrings every possible laugh out of his serenely subdued and
slightly laconic cop.

Dir: Jim Jarmusch
USA 2019 / 1h44m / 15
Subtitled screening Mon 29 July, 20:30

Love comes in myriad forms here: romantic love,
the love between parent and child, the vocational
love that a caregiver feels for their community – even
when that community turns on her. Beautiful to look
at, suspenseful, sexy, and touching, Jankel's film
remind us that opening our hearts to the possibility
of love can be reward enough.

Dir: Annabel Jankel
UK 2018 / 1h46m / 15
Senior Citizen Kane Thu 1 August, 10:30
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The Chambermaid
La camarista
Fri 9 – Tue 13 August
Former actor Lila Avilés’s striking, highly acclaimed
debut feature, a nuanced observational drama,
follows the kind, conscientious Eve (Gabriela Cartol),
who works long hours as a maid at a luxurious hotel
in Mexico City. A young single mother, Eve aspires
to better things and hopes that her diligence will be
rewarded with a coveted spot cleaning the Hotel
Presidente’s penthouse floor. She enrols in the hotel’s
adult education programme, but quickly discovers
that it’s not necessarily the most hard-working who
get noticed for advancement.

Photograph
Fri 2 – Thu 8 August
Ritesh Batra, director of DCA audience favourite The Lunchbox
brings another gentle, sensitive love story to our screens with
this story of an unlikely romance that blossoms on the streets
of Mumbai. Sweet but never cloying, Photograph also subtly
tackles issues of class, age, and family duty with a sensitive hand.
Struggling street photographer Rafi (Nawazuddin Siddiqui) works
day and night to pay off an old family debt. His grandmother
(Farrukh Jaffar) is pressuring him to get married, so to keep her
quiet he shows her a picture of his supposed fiancé, Miloni
(Sanya Malhotra). When his grandmother demands to meet
her, he tracks Miloni – a younger woman who lives comfortably
with her parents while studying to become an accountant –
down, and convinces her to fake their relationship. Despite the
differences in their culture, status and economic background,
Rafi and Miloni form a unique bond.
Although the story might not be entirely new territory, Batra finds
warmth and contemporary resonance in it, shading in the lives
of both his lead characters with compellingly specific details that
build up a sense of their separate worlds. Carefully crafted and
eloquent on the often painful social and romantic barriers of
colour and caste in India, Photograph explores the desire for
human connection across such boundaries, shot against the
city they share; the glowing, extraordinary Mumbai.

Dir: Ritesh Batra
Germany / India / USA / 2019 / 1h49m / 15
Hindi, Gujarati and English with English subtitles
Senior Citizen Kane Thu 8 August, 10:30
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Employing a quasi-documentary approach, Avilés’s
camera accompanies Eve as she quietly enters one
indistinguishable hotel room after another, cleaning
up another stranger’s anonymous yet intimate
messes. As she makes friends, engages in a flirtation
with a window cleaner and continually works towards
promotion, we become privy to her journey of
self-discovery, her desires, doubts and dreams.
Alongside dry humour and sly observations about
class, privilege and exploitation in the hotel, a
microcosm of the inequities of contemporary
Mexican society, The Chambermaid also offers
moments of beauty, tenderness and freedom that
feel like glimmers of humanity.

Dir: Lila Avilés
Mexico 2018 / 1h42m / 15
Spanish with English subtitles
Ciné Sunday Sun 11 August, 11:00

Blinded by the Light
Fri 9 – Thu 22 August
Inspired by journalist Sarfraz Manzoor’s youthful obsession with rock legend Bruce Springsteen, Blinded by the Light received
its world premiere at Sundance Film Festival earlier this year, where it stole hearts and wowed critics. Director Gurinder Chadha
(Bhaji on the Beach, Bend It Like Beckham) brings her trademark warmth and humour to this toe-tapping upbeat comedydrama-musical.

“Exuberant, evocative and charming...”

Our story is set in Luton, 1987, where Javed
(newcomer Viveik Kalra), a sensitive British teen of Pakistani descent, lives with his close-knit family, amidst the racial and
economic turmoil of the times. Javed writes poetry to escape his intolerant hometown and his strict and traditional father.
When a classmate introduces him to the music of ‘The Boss’, he sees parallels to his working-class life in Springsteen’s
powerful lyrics. As Javed discovers a cathartic outlet for his own pent-up dreams, he also begins to find the courage to
express himself in his own unique voice.

Exuberant, evocative and charming, Blinded by the Light features a winning performance by Kalra, backed by a wider
ensemble cast that includes Rob Brydon, Hayley Atwell, Meera Syal and Sanjeev Bhaskar. With vivid musical sequences,
it colourfully explores the profound impact that popular songs can have – both inspiring your dreams and pushing you to
realise them.

Dir: Gurinder Chadha
UK 2019 / 1h47m / 12A
Subtitled screenings Sun 11 August, 20:30 and Wed 21 August, 20:00
Senior Citizen Kane Thu 15 August, 10:30
Bring a Baby Thu 15 August, 10:30
Ciné Sunday Sun 18 August, 11:00
Relaxed screening Sun 18 August, 10:30
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Once Upon a Time in... Hollywood
Wed 14 – Thu 29 August
When the word broke that Quentin Tarantino was going to make a movie about the Manson murders, assumptions began
that this would be another slick, energetic, uber-violent take on that famous moment in Hollywood history. And it is, sort of,
but this sprawling story about tinsel-town is as much about the transient nature of fame, friendship and artistic success as it is
about a murderous cult leader. It’s Quentin, Brad and Leo at their very best, and a fun cinematic rollercoaster ride for the entire
three hours. A love poem to 1970s L.A., Once Upon a Time in... Hollywood is also a gift to every movie theatre running it this
summer – this is a film that absolutely has to be seen in a cinema.
In a cheerful double-act, Pitt and DiCaprio are best-buddy losers whose successful careers are waning. The ‘summer of love’
is over and a new 1970s dawn is coming. Rick Dalton (Leonardo DiCaprio) is a has-been TV star whose ego and career has
long been propped up by his sidekick and stunt double/driver Cliff Booth (Brad Pitt). But these two veterans aren’t going down
without a fight, and while Rick struggles to get his bearings (and remember his lines) on the set of an art-house Western, Cliff
is easily led astray by Pussycat (Margaret Qualley), the intriguing young hippy who lives on the commune at the old Spahn
movie ranch. Thrown into the mix are Rick’s neighbours on Cielo Drive, new Hollywood royalty Sharon Tate (Margot Robbie)
and Roman Polanski. As Rick and Cliff try to get their careers on track, they can’t help but look on enviously at the parties of
the successful couple next door who seem to have it all... for now.
This is a film that has too many cinematic references to list here, but suffice it to say that each and every one of them is pitch
perfect. As you’d expect from Tarantino, the banter is sharp and extremely funny but this is also a film with superbly crafted
action sequences and tense set-pieces. In a departure from some of his more recent work, it’s also filled with tender moments
and his obvious love for movies. Welcome back, old friend, and thank you from the bottom of our hearts for this movie magic.

Dir: Quentin Tarantino
USA 2019 / 2h38m / cert tbc
Senior Citizen Kane Thu 22 August, 10:30
Ciné Sunday Sun 25 August, 11:00
We're thrilled to present Once Upon a Time in... Hollywood in gorgeous 35mm! To make this possible, there
will be a 50p surcharge on all tickets (special screenings excluded). Tickets go on sale from Tue 30 July.
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Pain and Glory
Dolor y Gloria
Fri 23 August – Thu 5 September
Exploring early memories as well as the challenges of growing older, Spanish master Pedro Almodóvar is back on our screens
with a wistful, self-reflexive, deeply moving portrait of middle age. All his usual themes are present in this semi-autobiographical
tale – sexual awakening, the iconic mother figure, Catholicism – delivered with his trademark flair, style and warmth.

“Banderas gives the performance
of his career...”

Our hero is filmmaker Salvador Mallo (a riff perhaps on
Almodóvar’s own name – played by Antonio Banderas),
who is recalling a series of experiences and encounters
from his past: his childhood growing up in 1960s Valencia,
his first love affair in ‘80s Madrid, the pain of heartbreak and his early discovery of cinema. But at this stage in his life, the glory
of Salvador’s past is eclipsed by his current pain. His physical and psychological symptoms have a symbolic resonance
which mirrors Salvador’s present state of inertia – the pain in his back matches his emotional inflexibility, the lump in his
throat matching his creative writer’s block. In his gorgeous art-filled shrine of an apartment, Salvador is like the sad prince
in a post-modern fairy-tale, surrounded by empty beauty and memories. Keen to bring some closure to past regrets, he
reconnects, after 30 years of sullen silence, with the star of one of his early films, Alberto (Asier Etxeandia). The encounter
and newfound friendship encourages Salvador to reassess his life, accept his flaws and maybe, finally move forward with
what is left of his life.

Lush, gorgeous and flamboyant in its design, Pain and Glory is Almodóvar at his most introspective. Poignant and moving,
its also a wonderful vehicle for the talents of his long-time collaborators Banderas and Penelope Cruz. As Salvador, Banderas
gives the performance of his career (deservedly winning the Best Actor prize at Cannes in May) as the charming, vulnerable,
and occasionally infuriating artist who rediscovers his creative spark by finally acknowledging his past.

Dir: Pedro Almodóvar
Spain 2019 / 1h43m / 15
Senior Citizen Kane Thu 29 August, 10:30
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Documentary
Of Fish and Foe
Sun 4 August, 15:15
Returning to DCA after this spring's popular Q&A screening,
Of Fish and Foe is a truly thought-provoking and
potentially controversial documentary looking at the
Scottish fishing industry and the ideologies of both the
fishermen and animal activists who oppose them. The
Pullars are a family of traditional salmon net fishermen
who, as part of their job, often kill other animals and
who possess a licence to shoot seals. Animal activist
groups doggedly pursue the Pullars in an effort to stop
them killing more animals, often leading to heated and
sometimes reckless behaviour on both sides.
The film takes great care not take sides in this tense
war which is being fought on Scotland’s coastline,
simply presenting (often shocking) footage for audiences
to make up their own minds. In doing so, directors
Heike Bachelier and Andy Heathcote raise ideas of
heritage and tradition, and the price we pay as a society
when we either decide to uphold or try to remove these
traditions, and what these traditions mean on a large,
as well as a personal scale.

Varda By Agnès

Featuring footage of injured animals and animals being
killed which some may find upsetting, Of Fish and Foe
is ultimately a nuanced watch that sheds light on the
complexities involved in the journey between the sea
and our plates.

Sat 3 – Thu 8 August

Dirs: Heike Bachelier, Andy Heathcote

Whether behind the camera, or in front of it as she
often was, Agnès Varda always defied a conventional
approach. In her final work, the multi-award-winning
filmmaker takes the audience on a journey through her
remarkable life and career in her characteristically open
and contemplative yet playful way. Recordings of public
appearances and conversations with her collaborators
are weaved in with film clips and installation footage as
we’re guided through her oeuvre, and we get to hear her
reflections on the creative process and her work as a
photographer, filmmaker and installation artist.

UK 2018 / 1h32m / recommended 12A

Full of illuminating wisdom, moving stories and amusing
anecdotes, this is an unmissable self-portrait of a talent
with an uncompromising vision, a deep curiosity and
empathy for other people – ‘real people’ – and a spirited,
life-affirming outlook.

Dir: Agnès Varda
France 2019 / 1h55m / 15
French with English subtitles
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Marianne & Leonard:
Words of Love
Tue 23 July, 20:15
A beautiful yet tragic love story between Leonard Cohen
and his Norwegian muse Marianne Ihlen. Their love
began on the idyllic Greek island of Hydra in 1960 as part
of a bohemian community of foreign artists, writers and
musicians.
Marianne & Leonard: Words of Love follows their
relationship from the early days on Hydra, a humble time
of ‘free love’ and open marriage, to how their love evolved
when Leonard became a successful musician. It was on
Hydra in 1968 that director Nick Broomfield, then aged
20, first met Marianne Ihlen. Marianne introduced him to
Leonard Cohen’s music and also encouraged Nick to
make his first film and was an enormous influence on
him. Marianne and Leonard's was a love story that would
continue for the rest of their lives. Along the way we learn
of the tragedy that befell those that could not survive the
beauty of Hydra, the highs and lows of Leonard’s career,
and the inspirational power that Marianne possessed.
Tickets £9
Students, under 21s and claimants £7

Dir: Nick Broomfield
UK 2019 / 1h42m / 12A

The Cure – Anniversary
1978–2018 Live in Hyde Park

The film is followed by a recorded Q&A with
filmmaker Nick Broomfield.

Mon 22 July, 20:45
We're thrilled to bring you the chance to experience The
Cure's 40th anniversary concert, a critically acclaimed
event that cemented them as one of the defining rock
bands of music history.
This stunning film sees The Cure take the stage on a
perfect July evening to deliver a set of songs celebrating
four decades of music making. Directed by long time
collaborator Tim Pope with a 5.1 audio mix by Robert
Smith and Paul Corkett, it's a fabulously immersive
cinematic experience. From Lovesong to Lullaby, from
Boy’s Don’t Cry to Burn and Friday I’m In Love, Robert
Smith and his extraordinary band take us on a magical
trip through time.
Tickets £12
Students, under 21s and claimants £10

Dir: Tim Pope
UK 2018 / 2h16m / 12A
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Scottish Encounters
Scottish Encounters is a strand in our programme that gives local audiences the opportunity to see new
work from emerging Scottish screen talent, from shorts to features and from documentary to fiction. Each
screening also provides a chance to meet the people behind the work.

Prophecy
Tue 30 July, 18:00
Beginning with a blank canvas, Prophecy follows acclaimed artist Peter Howson on a journey that showcases his personality
and dark sense of humour as well as his immense talent. Intimate and revealing, this documentary offers an unprecedented
insight into the mind of an artist as he works on creating a masterpiece, bringing every brushstroke to vivid life as the audience
watches a single painting (the titular Prophecy) come into being, from the creation of its frame right up until its point of sale.
As the painting develops so too does our understanding of Howson as a person. He is generous company, detailing
significant moments or relationships in his life, which in some way we come to understand reflect the marks he makes on
the canvas. Howson’s process is one of constant flux, wonderfully articulated by the filmmakers, who use mesmerising
stop-motion photography to allow us to see Prophecy evolve as an artwork; colours subtly shift, shadows ebb and flow and
new faces, characters and symbols are added or wiped out altogether. The end result is utterly compelling and something
truly alchemical, a fusion of the personal and the methodical, and a wonderfully crafted, candid documentary that celebrates
the skill and insight of an artist at the top of his game.

Dir: Charlie Paul
UK 2019 / 1h25m / 12A

Filmmaker Q&A: We are delighted to welcome director Charlie Paul and producer Lucy Paul to DCA to
present their film and answer audience questions afterwards.
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Artist’s Choice

We offer our exhibiting artists the chance to screen a film alongside their work in our Galleries. Patrick
Staff has chosen these short films to coincide with The Prince of Homburg.

Betzy Bromberg 16mm Shorts Programme
Tue 23 July, 19:00
Petit Mal (18 mins, 1977), Cio Bella or Fuck Me Dead (13 mins, 1978), Soothing the Bruise (21 mins, 1980).
One of the most important voices in contemporary avant-garde cinema, Betzy Bromberg has been making experimental
film works since the 1970s, and we’re thrilled that Patrick Staff has selected three of her works for a special evening of
16mm screenings in our cinema as part of the public programme for The Prince of Homburg.

“One of the most important voices
in avant-garde cinema...”

Bromberg's work in the Hollywood industry of optical
effects (working on such films as The Terminator and
Tron) allowed her to carry over advanced technical
skills to her experimental work without detriment to
its avant-garde concerns. Her works have nearly all been shot on 16mm, an analog medium which Bromberg says she
will work with until "either I'm done or it's done," in reference to the dominance of digital filmmaking in Hollywood.
The style of Bromberg's experimental films is described as slowly evolving into the abstract, consciously free of the
special effects of her industry career.

Dir: Betzy Bromberg
USA 1977 – 1980 / 1hr / recommended cert 15
The Prince of Homburg is a major new exhibition by Patrick Staff, showing at DCA from Sat 22 June – Sun
1 September. Admission to our galleries is free, open daily between 10:00 and 18:00 (20:00 on Thursdays).
Check out the exhibition when you come to see Betzy Bromberg's short films!
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Discovery Family Film Club
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Fri 19 July

Day / Film
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Thu 25 July

Spider-Man: Far From Home
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Vita & Virginia
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Vita & Virginia
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Spider-Man: Far From Home
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15:15/21:00
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13:00/20:45

NT Live: The Lehman Trilogy
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Sat 20 July

Fri 26 July

Spider-Man: Far From Home
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Vita & Virginia

13:00/18:30

The Lion King
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15:30/21:00

Tell It To The Bees

13:00/18:00

Robert The Bruce

20:45

The Dead Don't Die

15:30/20:30

13:00/15:30/18:00/20:30

Sat 27 July

Sun 21 July
Midsommar

11:00/16:30/20:45

The Lion King

Spider-Man: Far from Home

13:00/19:30

Tell It To The Bees

13:00/15:30/18:00/20:30
13:00/18:00

Vita & Virginia

14:00/18:15

The Dead Don't Die

15:30/20:30

Robert The Bruce

15:45

Sun 28 July
Tell It To The Bees

Mon 22 July

11:00/18:30

Spider-Man: Far From Home

12:30/15:15/18:00

The Lion King

13:00/15:45/18:00/20:30

Vita & Virginia

13:00

The Dead Don’t Die

13:30/20:45

Midsommar

15:15/20:45

Pavarotti

15:30

Robert The Bruce

18:00

The Cure – Anniversary

20:45

Mon 29 July
The Lion King

Tue 23 July
Vita & Virginia

13:00/18:00

13:00/15:30/18:00/20:30 3D

Tell It To The Bees

13:00/18:00

The Dead Don’t Die

15:30/20:30

Spider-Man: Far From Home

13:00/15:15

Midsommar

15:45/21:15

Tue 30 July

Betzy Bromberg 16mm Shorts

19:00

The Lion King

13:00/15:30/18:00/20:30

20:15

The Dead Don't Die

15:30/20:45

Marianne & Leonard: Words of Love
Wed 24 July

Tell It To The Bees

13:00

Prophecy + Q&A

18:00

Spider-Man: Far From Home

12:45/15:30/18:00

Midsommar

13:00/20:45

Wed 31 July

Vita & Virginia

15:45/18:15

The Lion King

13:00/15:30/18:00/20:30

Jaws

20:45

Tell It To The Bees

13:00

The Dead Don't Die

15:30/18:00
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Day / Film

Times

Thu 1 August

Day / Film

Times

Fri 9 August
10:30/13:15/15:45

Blinded by the Light

13:15/15:45/18:15/20:30

18:15/20:30 3D

The Lion King

13:00/18:00

Tell It To The Bees

10:30/13:00/18:00

The Chambermaid

15:45/20:30

The Dead Don't Die

15:30/20:45

The Lion King

Sat 10 August
Fri 2 August
The Lion King

13:00/15:30/18:00/20:15

Photograph

13:00/18:00

In Fabric

15:30

DCA20: The Matrix

20:30

Saturday 3 August
The Lion King

13:00/15:30/18:00/20:30

Photograph

13:00/18:00

Varda by Agnès

15:30

In Fabric

20:30

Blinded by the Light

13:15/15:45/18:15/20:30

The Lion King

13:00

Une Femme Douce

15:30

The Chambermaid

18:00

Ironstar: Summer Shorts

20:30

Sun 11 August
The Chambermaid

11:00/15:45/20:30

Blinded by the Light

13:15/15:45/18:15/20:30

The Lion King

13:15

Adoption

18:00

Sun 4 August
10:30/11:00/14:00

Mon 12 August

16:30/19:30

The Lion King

13:00

Photograph

13:00/21:30

Blinded by the Light

13:15/15:45/18:15/20:30

Of Fish and Foe

15:15

The Chambermaid

15:30/18:00/20:30

Glyndebourne: The Magic Flute

17:30

The Lion King

Tue 13 August
The Chambermaid

Mon 5 August
The Lion King

13:00/15:30/18:00

13:00/15:30 3D

Blinded by the Light

13:00/15:15/17:30/20:30

18:00/20:30

Apocalpyse Now

19:45

Photograph

13:00/15:30

Varda by Agnès

18:00

Wed 14 August

In Fabric

20:30

Blinded by the Light

13:00/15:15/18:00/20:30

Once Upon a Time in... Hollywood

13:00/16:15/20:00

Tue 6 August
The Lion King

13:00/15:30/18:00/20:30

Thu 15 August

Photograph

13:00/18:00

Blinded by the Light

Varda by Agnès

15:30

In Fabric

20:15

Wed 7 August

10:30/10:30/13:00
15:30/18:00/20:30

Once Upon a Time in... Hollywood

13:00/16:15/20:00

Fri 16 August

The Lion King

13:00/15:30/18:00/20:30

Once Upon a Time in... Hollywood

13:00/16:15/19:30

Photograph

13:00/18:00

Blinded by the Light

13:00/15:30/18:00/20:15

Varda by Agnès

15:30/20:15
Sat 17 August

Thu 8 August
The Lion King

10:30/13:15/15:45
18:15/20:45

Photograph

10:30/15:30/18:00

Varda by Agnès

13:00

Don’t Look Now

20:30

Once Upon a Time in... Hollywood

13:00/16:15/19:30

Notorious

13:00

Blinded by the Light

15:30/18:15/20:30
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Day / Film

Times
Day / Film

Sun 18 August
Blinded by the Light
Once Upon a Time in... Hollywood

10:30/11:00/13:00

Sat 24 August

15:30/18:00/20:15

Pain and Glory

Times

13:00/15:30
18:00/20:30

13:15/16:30/20:00
Once Upon a Time in... Hollywood

13:15/16:30/20:00

Mon 19 August
Once Upon a Time in... Hollywood

13:00/16:15/19:30

Sun 25 August

Blinded by the Light

13:00/15:30

Once Upon a Time in... Hollywood
Pain and Glory

Tue 20 August

13:00/15:30
18:00/20:30

Once Upon a Time in... Hollywood

13:00/16:15/19:30

Blinded by the Light

13:00/15:30/20:30

Mon 26 August

18:15

Pain and Glory

Notorious

11:00/14:15

18:00/21:15

18:00/20:15

13:00/15:30
18:00/20:30

Once Upon a Time in... Hollywood

Wed 21 August
Once Upon a Time in... Hollywood

18:00/21:00
Blinded by the Light

13:15/16:30/20:00

13:00/16:15
13:00/20:00

Tue 27 August
Pain and Glory

13:00/15:30
18:00/20:30

Once Upon a Time in... Hollywood

Thu 22 August
Once Upon a Time in... Hollywood

17:00/20:15
Blinded by the Light

13:15/16:30/20:00

10:30/13:45
14:00/17:30/20:00

Wed 28 August
Pain and Glory

13:00/15:30
18:00/20:30

Once Upon a Time in... Hollywood

Fri 23 August
Pain and Glory

13:00/15:30
18:00/20:30

Once Upon a Time in... Hollywood

13:15/16:30/20:00

13:15/16:30/20:00

Thu 29 August
Pain and Glory

10:30/13:00/15:30
18:00/20:30

Once Upon a Time in... Hollywood

13:15/16:30/20:00

Accessible Screenings

Relaxed Screenings

Audio description is available on all screenings of
Blinded by the Light, The Dead Don't Die,
Spider-Man: Far From Home and The Lion King.
The following films are subtitled:

We are excited to bring you two great Relaxed
Screenings in this guide! These screenings are for
anyone who benefits from consistent sound and
lighting, no adverts or trailers, and freedom to move
around during the film.

The Lion King
Sun 28 July, 18:00 and Sat 3 August, 15:30
The Dead Don't Die
Mon 29 July, 20:30
Blinded by the Light
Sun 11 August, 20:30 and Wed 21 August, 20:00
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The Lion King
Sun 4 August, 10:30
Blinded by the Light
Sun 18 August, 10:30
Tickets: £4
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Cinema Rediscovered
The 4th edition of Cinema Rediscovered explores the invention, innovation and mystery of cinema; diving
deep into the legacy of revered filmmakers as well as shining a spotlight on lesser known cinematic voices.

Une Femme Douce
Sat 10 August, 15:30
Bresson’s ninth feature film and his first made in colour, adapted from Fyodor Dostoevsky’s short story, A Gentle
Creature (Krotkaya, 1876) yet transposed to 1960s Paris, Une Femme Douce has, since its original release, disappeared
from UK screens and become a forgotten classic of French cinema.
The film introduced audiences to budding young actress Dominique Sanda in her very first screen role, before she
would go on to appear in more than forty films, including John Huston’s The Mackintosh Man (1973), Luchino
Visconti’s Conversation Piece (1974), Bernardo Bertolucci’s 1900 (1976) and Benoît Jacquot’s The Wings of the Dove
(1981), among many other French and Italian screen classics.
Sanda stars as Elle, a young woman with nothing and everything to lose. A meditation on shared loneliness, Une
Femme Douce is a cinematic tragedy of great proportions. The film opens with Elle’s suicide, told immediately and
poetically through the imagery of a falling scarf, before flashback fills in a narrative of gendered oppression. Following
this tragic event, Elle’s husband Luc (Guy Frangin) is forced to reflect on how his own behaviour has affected her
mental health, from the moment they met to the reality of the cold, hard pavement where her life followed her agency
and disappeared altogether. Returning to the big screen with greater potency than before, as viewed through a
contemporary lens of social and cinematic gendered violence, Bresson's piercing and unforgettable film is a powerful
look at the impact of the male gaze.

Dir: Robert Bresson
France 1969 / 1h28m / recommended cert 15
French with English subtitles
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Adoption
Sun 11 August, 18:00
Celebrated as the first Berlinale Golden Bear awarded to a female director, Márta Mészáros’ Adoption is a powerful
meditation on agency and womanhood in a world that waits to give permission.
Kata, a 43-year-old factory worker, longs to have a
child of her own, despite the negative reaction of her
married lover. Following her need for a deeper maternal bond, she befriends Anna, a girl in the care of the
state, and aids in her quest to marry the boy she sees in secret. Adoption’s intimate reflections on
engendered power relations and shifting familial structures have remained timeless topics, and the lack of moralistic
judgment throughout the narrative proves to be a refreshing view into the complex lives of women.

“A powerful meditation on agency
and womanhood...”

Gorgeously shot in black and white, with the digital grading overseen by the original director of photography Lajos
Koltai (HSC), Mészáros profound feature examines the strain of isolation and the complexities of social emancipation
through the viewpoint of a quietly powerful woman.

Dir: Márta Mészáros
Hungary 1975 / 1h27m / recommended cert 15
Hungarian with English subtitles

Presented as part of Cinema Rediscovered on Tour, a Watershed project with support from BFI awarding
funds from The National Lottery.
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Vintage
Apocalypse Now: Final Cut
Tue 13 August, 19:45
The troubled production of Francis Ford Coppola’s
psychedelic Vietnam war epic has already calcified into
the stuff of industry myth: leading man Martin Sheen
was nearly felled by a heart attack, second lead Marlon
Brando showed up to set too overweight to believably
portray a Green Beret, a monsoon seemingly sent by
God destroyed thousands of dollars in equipment.
Making it in the jungles of the Philippines was perhaps
a borderline insane project, but it is a testament to
Coppola's skills as a filmmaker, as an artist, that he
managed to pull it off, and take home the Palme d'Or
the year it screened at Cannes.

Jaws
Wed 24 July, 20:45
Steven Spielberg's Jaws more or less single-handedly set
the standard for the new Hollywood popcorn blockbuster
while frightening millions of moviegoers out of the water.
This brand-new digital restoration is the perfect way to
revisit this iconic aquatic classic.

Commemorating the 40th anniversary of the original
release, Coppola has been offered a chance to rewrite
his own history. He’s gone back in to edit the film once
before, assembling the 202-minute Redux version in
2001 using scenes excised from the theatrical cut. The
just-right Final Cut splits the difference between the
creative concessions of the original and the unwieldy
sprawl of Redux, a massive feat of film craft reined in
to the general neighbourhood of perfection.

Dir: Francis Ford Coppola
USA 1979 / 3h03m / 15

When body parts wash ashore on Amity Island, Police
Chief Brody (Roy Scheider) suspects the worst, but
Mayor Vaughn, mindful of the lucrative tourist trade,
refuses to put the island on a business-killing shark alert.
When the shark dines on a few more victims the Mayor
orders the local fishermen to catch it. He reopens the
beaches when a shark is found, despite warnings from
visiting ichthyologist Hooper (Richard Dreyfuss) that the
attacks were probably caused by a far more formidable
Great White. Brody and Hooper join forces with flinty old
salt Quint (Robert Shaw), the only local fisherman willing
to take on a Great White and the three ride off on Quint’s
boat, the Orca, soon coming face to teeth with the enemy.
Jaws is one of those films which has been absorbed so
completely into pop culture history, that’s it’s easy to
forget just how great it is on a purely cinematic level. Filled
to the brim with memorable, edge-of-the-seat moments,
the film more than earns its status as the granddaddy
of modern event films, and wonderfully showcases
one of modern American cinema’s greatest working
partnerships: Spielberg’s bombastic directing style and
John Williams’ utterly genius score.

Dir: Steven Spielberg
USA 1975 / 2h2m / 12A
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Plus! This screening of Apocalypse Now includes
a special recorded interview with Francis Ford
Coppola.

Notorious
Sat 17 and Tue 20 August
One of Hitchcock's finest films of the 1940s, Notorious uses its espionage plot about Nazis hiding out in South America
as a mere background in order to focus on a perverse, cruel love affair between US agent Cary Grant and alcoholic Ingrid
Bergman, whom he blackmails into providing sexual favours for the German Claude Rains as a means of getting information.
An official selection of the 1946 Cannes Film Festival,
Notorious was one of the biggest US film releases of that
year, infamous for its clever evasion of the Motion Picture
Production Code’s restriction on screen kissing. Limited in
Hollywood to three seconds at the time, Hitchcock had the
characters pull away every three seconds, nuzzling each
other only to resume kissing, for a total of two-and-a-half-minutes.

“The chemistry between Grant
and Bergman, both playing
against type, is electric.”

The chemistry between Grant and Bergman, both playing against type is electric and Rains manages to achieve what
must have been unthinkable so soon after the war, a sympathetic Nazi character. Suspense there is, but what really
distinguishes the film is the way its smooth, polished surface illuminates a sickening tangle of self-sacrifice, exploitation,
suspicion, and emotional dependence.

Dir: Alfred Hitchcock
USA 1946 / 1h42m / U
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Don’t Look Now
Thu 8 August, 20:30
Following his death in November, DCA is proud to present this
stunning 4K restoration as a tribute to director Nicolas Roeg.
One of the most iconoclastic voices ever to emerge from British
cinema, Roeg also now looks like the filmmaker of the 1970s.
During that decade, he made five extraordinary films in a row.
Performance, Walkabout, The Man Who Fell to Earth, and Bad
Timing are all mind-altering, genre-bending classics. But 1973’s
Don’t Look Now is arguably his masterpiece.

In Fabric
Fri 2 – Tue 6 August
If you missed In Fabric in our last guide, never fear –
here's another chance to catch director Peter
Strickland's beguiling ghost story. Set against the
backdrop of a wintertime department store sales
spree, his latest phantasmagoria concerns a cursed
scarlet dress as it encounters unsuspecting
customers and corrupts their lives.
Pervading each thread is the witchy sales-matron
(Fatma Mohamed), and an eccentric pair of
bureaucrats hilariously portrayed by cult-favourite
actors Steve Oram and Julian Barratt. The entrancing
cast also includes Marianne Jean-Baptiste and
Gwendoline Christie, to say nothing of the villainous
dress itself, which hauntingly sails towards its victims
with an eerie glide that flirts with both camp and
genuine menace.
Obliquely split between two distinct tales in a
dreamy divide reminiscent of David Lynch's Lost
Highway, Strickland's film is populated with an
idiosyncratic array of indelible characters and
imagery. In Fabric is an absorbing synthesis of
the exquisite pastiche Strickland achieved with
Berberian Sound Studio and the erotic romanticism
of his The Duke of Burgundy, here hemmed to
sinister effect.

Dir: Peter Strickland
UK 2018 / 1h58m / 15
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Based on the spine-chilling novella by Daphne Du Maurier, in
which a couple encounter a psychic who claims to see their
dead daughter, this has all the bravura intelligence and technical
brilliance of his other great films but trumps them through its
depth of human feeling. There are few films you can watch again
and again, knowing that you will always see something new –
and this is one of them.

Dir: Nicolas Roeg
UK / Italy 1973 / 1h45m / 15

Performance
NT Live: The Lehman Trilogy
Thu 25 July, 19:00
The story of a family and a company that changed the
world, told in three parts on a single evening.
Academy Award-winner Sam Mendes (Skyfall, The
Ferryman) directs Simon Russell Beale, Adam Godley
and Ben Miles who play the Lehman Brothers, their
sons and grandsons.
On a cold September morning in 1844 a young man
from Bavaria stands on a New York dockside. Dreaming
of a new life in the new world. He is joined by his two
brothers and an American epic begins.
163 years later, the firm they establish – Lehman
Brothers – spectacularly collapses into bankruptcy,
and triggers the largest financial crisis in history.
This critically acclaimed and five-time Olivier Award
nominated play features stunning set design from
Es Devlin (NT Live: Hamlet) and will be broadcast live
from London’s West End as part of National Theatre
Live’s 10th Birthday season.

Tickets £17.50
Students and under 21s £15

NT Live: The Lehman Trilogy

Glyndebourne:
The Magic Flute
Sun 4 August, 17:30
Mozart’s most magical comedy The Magic Flute returns
to Glyndebourne for the first time in over a decade. This
new production by the renowned directing/design duo
Barbe & Douce promises to take a fresh and playful look
at the opera’s troublesome gender politics. Leading
British bass Brindley Sherratt stars as Sarastro alongside
exciting young singers including Caroline Wettergreen,
Sofia Fomina and Björn Bürger.

Tickets £18
Students, under 21s and claimants £15

Pavarotti
Sun 28 July, 15:30
Join us for Ron Howard's documentary celebrating the
life of the beloved opera star Luciano Pavarotti, who
sold over 100 million records in his lifetime.
With unique access to the Pavarotti family archives, home
videos and extensive live music footage, we see Pavarotti’s
personal story emerge: from his humble beginnings in
Northern Italy through to global superstardom. This
intimate film goes beyond the iconic public figure and
allows us to get to know the real Pavarotti.

Dir: Ron Howard
UK / USA 2019 / 1h54m / 12A
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Join us for a live cinema broadcast celebrating
the publication of Margaret Atwood’s highly
anticipated novel The Testaments, a sequel to
The Handmaid’s Tale.

Atwood’s on-stage interview will be accompanied
by readings from special guests – an unmissable
literary event.

Sign up for
DCA Membership
As a registered charity, we rely on support from a range of
funders, as well as the loyalty of our audiences, to bring you
our programme of exhibitions, cinema, print and learning activity.
Support what we do while also taking advantage of a range of offers,
discounts and benefits across our programme with DCA Membership!
As a Member, your support will help us to continue enriching people’s lives through art,
culture and creativity. DCA Membership costs £44 annually, with benefits including:
> £1 off your cinema ticket*
> 10% off in DCA Shop when you spend £10+
> 10% off food in Jute
> 10% off DCA publications
> 15% off Print Studio courses
> Priority booking on selected cinema and gallery events
Find out more and purchase online, or visit our Box Office.
*one discounted ticket per cardholder per screening, standard screenings only

SUMMER FAMILY FILM
The Lion King
Fri 26 July – Mon 12 August
Disney’s animated epic The Lion King was released 25 years ago and immediately became a worldwide hit, continuing
to delight generations of children to this day. As the stage musical has proved though, this is a story that is ripe for
reinterpretation, and with Jon Favreau (director of Disney’s 2016 Jungle Book reimagining) at the helm, this new version
is set to be just as jaw-dropping as the 1994 original.

“...embodies everything we love about
the very best Disney films.”

Everyone knows the story of Pride Rock,
Simba, and his evil uncle Scar, but the voice
cast this time round is genuinely spectacular.
James Earl Jones is the only returning cast
member from the original, lending his majestic tones to Simba’s father Mufasa; modern renaissance man Donald
Glover (television’s Atlanta, Lando Calrissian in last year’s Solo: A Star Wars Story, and music sensation Childish
Gambino) plays adult Simba, while none other than Beyoncé has joined the cast as the grown-up version of Nala.
Clearly, there’s no need to be worried that this cast won’t be up to the task of singing Elton John and Tim Rice’s
wonderful songs. Chiwetel Ejiofor takes over as Scar, while Keegan-Michael Key, Alfre Woodard, Eric André and
John Oliver also play supporting roles.

While the original film pushed the boundaries of traditional animation by mixing beautiful hand-drawn animation with
computer generated effects and environments, this new film is no different, utilising state-of-the-art digital technology
to bring its furry, feathered and fantastic cast of characters to photographic, ultra-realistic life.
The Lion King embodies everything we love about the very best Disney films; incredible songs and music (everyone
involved has raved about the new take on Circle of Life), lovable characters, (and hissable villains), and breath-taking
visuals and animation that transport us to another world. Don’t miss this chance to see a modern classic reimagined
on the big screen and learn about that wonderful, problem-free philosophy Hakuna Matata all over again.

Dir: Jon Favreau
USA 2019 / 1h58m / PG / 2D and 3D
Subtitled screenings Sun 28 July, 18:00 and Sat 3 August, 15:30
Relaxed screening Sun 4 August, 10:30
Ciné Sunday Sun 4 August, 11:00
Bring a Baby Thu 1 August, 10:30 and Thu 8 August, 10:30
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Ironstar: Summer Shorts
Sat 10 August, 20:30
Ironstar Summer Shorts returns for the third year this August, screening a variety of short films by independent
filmmakers from across the globe, all competing for the Best of Fest audience award and a £500 prize.
The Summer Shorts competition is organised by local independent filmmakers Ironstar, providing a platform for indie
filmmakers to showcase their work and an opportunity for their unique stories to be heard.
Last year's winning films ranged across a broad range of categories including animation, documentary, drama,
comedy, sci-fi, thriller and experimental.
This year Ironstar has chosen 11 short film finalists; join us to watch and enjoy some truly independent, creative and
inspiring short films and help choose the Best of the Fest winner!
You can find more information on the final films at: facebook.com/ironstarshortfilmfestival/
Recommended 15+
Tickets £5/Students, under 21s and claimants £3.50

DCA Film Quiz
Mon 12 August, 19:00
Come and escape the enigmatic, erratic Dundee summer
weather with a one-way flight deep into the heart of
cinematic trivia. Please leave your tray tables in the
upright position and your thinking caps on as we cruise
through the clouds of knowledge and soar over the
continents of comprehension. While we don’t have a
drinks trolley, we do have a fully-stocked bar downstairs
and enough film-based, head-scratching, bicker-causing
conundrums to fill a non-regulation sized suitcase.
£3 per person. Teams of up to five. Advance booking
recommended.
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To celebrate DCA’s 20th anniversary, we asked you to tell us which films from the last two decades you
most wanted to see back on the big screen. This time, we’ve got a groundbreaking action blockbuster
that was enthusiastically requested by our social media followers – do you remember the first time you
saw it? Let us know what you’d like to see next, sharing your ideas with the hashtag #helloDCA20.

The Matrix
Fri 2 August, 20:30
Many of us can clearly remember the first time we saw Carrie Ann Moss’ Trinity jump into the air and remain frozen in
time as the camera rotated around her, stopping as she kicks a police officer in the face. It was an iconic opening to an
iconic film, and heralded a bold new directorial vision in action cinema.

“It’s difficult to overstate the
importance of The Matrix.”

Before he was John Wick, Keanu Reeves (currently awkwardly
enjoying a pop culture moment) was Thomas Anderson, a scruffy
hacker whose online, cartwheeling, bullet-stopping alias Neo
provided an escape into an extraordinary world. Pulled out of
what he believes to be reality by Laurence Fishburne’s mentor figure Morpheus, Neo sees the very fabric of life itself
become both playground and battlefield in humanity’s war against the machine.

Where The Matrix differs from other late-90s technologically-focussed films is that it simultaneously played on
contemporary anxieties about technology and the spreading of information, while also recognising the liberating
potential of online life, where someone can recreate themselves under a new name to escape the drab everyday. It is
no wonder that the film has been widely written about as an allegory for queer and trans identity, and the fact that the
film's directors are trans women has helped to destroy some unfortunate attempts to co-opt some of the film’s imagery
by sectors of the far-right.
It’s difficult to overstate the importance of The Matrix on modern action films; while it drew liberally from the style of
Hong Kong cinema, it was unlike anything western audiences had seen before. Forward-thinking and open while
delivering on thrilling, rapid-firing action set-pieces, this oft-imitated (but arguably never bettered) film pulled audiences
down a rabbit hole of green binary code into a world with a new visual language of its own – and it did it all while looking
snappy in a black leather trench coat and sunglasses.

Dirs: Lana Wachowski, Lilly Wachowski
USA 1999 / 2h16m / 15
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Coming soon

Christian Petzold’s Transit was a critical hit at last year’s Berlin and Toronto film festivals, and we’re
thrilled to bring this dystopian drama to DCA. An update of Anna Seghers’ 1942 novel, it follows the
flight of a young man from Nazi-occupied Paris, assuming the identity of a dead author. When he
crosses paths with the author’s wife, he is forced into an impossible situation. Tense and timely, this
is a must-see thriller for 2019.

Plus, don’t miss…

Downton Abbey

Bait

The Goldfinch

Straighten the cutlery and dust off your best bonnet – it’s time to revisit Downton Abbey! Julian
Fellowes’ beloved period drama leaps onto the big screen for the first time with a story set at the
tail-end of the Roaring Twenties. Downton cast favourites including Hugh Bonneville, Elizabeth
McGovern, Maggie Smith and Michelle Dockery are back, alongside some surprising new faces.
A fisherman without a boat, in a Cornish seaside village that reels in tourists. Bait is Mark Jenkin’s
intense, stylised take on small town survival that’s unlike anything you’ve seen before. In turns nostalgic,
furious and downright weird, Bait is filled with a creeping dread that will appeal to fans of Midsommar’s
folk-horror styling.
The Goldfinch is the long-awaited adaptation of Donna Tartt’s Pulitzer-winning novel, starring Ansel
Elgort and Nicole Kidman. It’s a sprawling, absorbing tale of a boy whose life changes course when
he is caught up in a terrorist attack on an art gallery. His mother is killed while he survives, grabbing one
precious item from the gallery’s collection in the chaotic aftermath...
30 www.dca.org.uk

Access
DCA welcomes everyone and we are committed to making our programme
and facilities accessible. We accept the CEA card. Application forms and further
details are available from Box Office as well as large print copies of DCA print
material. Guide Dogs are welcome in our cinemas. Details of audio-described
and subtitled screenings are listed in our print and online at our website.
For further information on access please contact us on 01382 432444.

DCA Cinema is supported by:

DCA follows BBFC recommendations. For further details about film classification or for extended film
information, please refer to www.bbfc.co.uk
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Bookings:
01382 432 444
www.dca.org.uk
DCA Box Office is open daily from 10:00 until 15 minutes after
the start of the final film.

All week
£6.50 before 17:00
£7.50 from 17:00*
£1.50 additional fee for all 3D films*
DCA members enjoy £1 off tickets for standard screenings*

Special Prices**

* There are some pricing exceptions, please see film information for further information.
**Please bring proof of your status to DCA when purchasing or picking up reduced tickets.

Special Screenings:
Senior Citizen Kane Club
Over 60? Join us for a film with tea/coffee and biscuit – £6
Bring a Baby Screenings
For those with babies under 12 months old, includes tea/coffee
and biscuit – £6
Discovery Family Film Club
£5 under 21s
£6 over 21s
Family ticket for four people £19
Relaxed Screenings
Relaxed screenings with consistent lighting and lower sound levels – £4
Ciné Sundays
Film, breakfast roll and tea/coffee – £8
Tickets cannot be exchanged or refunded after purchase except in the case of a cancelled performance.
Ticket offers are subject to availability and may not be used in conjunction with any other offer.
All tickets must be paid for at point of booking.
Whilst every effort is taken to ensure the accuracy of information within this guide, mistakes do happen.
DCA reserves the right to make changes to the programme as necessary.
DCA reserves the right to refuse admission.
DCA asks all customers to refrain from using mobile phones in the cinema.
Customers are welcome to take their drinks into our Cinemas, but are asked to refrain from going back
to the bar during the screening.

Dundee Contemporary Arts
152 Nethergate
Dundee DD1 4DY
Registered Charity no: SC026631

Twitter @DCAdundee
Instagram @DCAdundee
Facebook DCA.Dundee

Once Upon a Time in... Hollywood, P10

Over 60s
Mon £5.50 all day
Tue – Fri £5.50 before 17:00
Students, under 18s and claimants
(Jobseekers Allowance, Disability Living Allowance, Housing Benefit)
Mon – Sun £5 all day
Disability
Free carer’s ticket on production of valid CEA card

